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Wellness. It might seem like 
one of those overused business buzzwords, but for 
three Worldwide ERC® members, wellness is integral 
to thriving companies and happier customers.

Each member has honed a wellness philosophy 
that suits its clients and employees. Stay Fit Housing 
is an entire business built on delivering corporate 
housing with a wellness emphasis. Arpin Group built 
a “green gym” for employees, adding an extra dose 
of enthusiasm and eco-consciousness to fitness. And 
UrbanBound attracts today’s top talent by weaving 
wellness into the fabric of the company. 

STAY FIT HOUSING, LOS ANGELES
In his 10 years of executive leadership in cor-
porate housing, Daniel F. Corridon noticed that 
exercise and diet are the two main lifestyle compo-
nents often compromised in relocation planning. 
Relocating employees are in stressful situations, 
taking new jobs and moving to new places, with 

or without family. Poor diet and a lack of exercise 
only exacerbate the stress. 

The need for fitness-forward relocations inspired 
the founding of Stay Fit Housing in mid-2014. As 
CEO, Corridon oversees a firm that delivers wellness 
lifestyle guidance and products for professionals 
housed in flexible-stay serviced apartments. Services 
“help enhance the employee’s productivity while 
they’re traveling,” Corridon says. “Our goal is to keep 
these folks feeling good, feeling fit, and eating well, 
so they’re energized and engaged in the workplace.”

On its website, Stay Fit Housing features the anec-
dote of an executive who checked into his corporate 
apartment, tired and anxious about the coming week, 
“only to find an arrival kit containing cookies, chips, 
candy, and soda.” It’s a telling story about wellness 
as afterthought, Corridon says. “A lot of times, you 
don’t get any food or water when you walk into an 
apartment. It’s an outdated kind of thing. It doesn’t 
align to what we’re trying to achieve.”

THREE MOBILITY-RELATED COMPANIES EMPHASIZE HEALTH AND WELLNESS AS PART OF THEIR BUSINESS VISION
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Through its corporate partners and with on-staff 
Guest Wellness Director Jenn Zerling, Stay Fit 
Housing brings fitness and dietary consultation 
directly to each guest. Zerling, an athlete and per-
sonal trainer, works with clients to assess their needs 
and develop tailored regimens. Each Stay Fit Housing 
guest receives 10 complimentary fitness classes at a 
specially selected nearby boutique studio. For one 
guest, Zerling found the ideal Pilates instructor to 
ease some nagging back problems. In some cities, 
guest services include massages and golf coaching. 

On the dietary side, guests arrive at apartments 
stocked with healthy snacks, and some might find a 
freezer full of tasty, nutritional meals. They also get 
nutritional coaching to identify the proper dietary 
regimens for their travels. Zerling recommends foods 
that best suit the guest’s needs and conditions, and she 
sources the stores where they can be found. Access to a 
discounted meal-planning service brings fresh, healthy 
foods and chef-designed recipes directly to the door. 
If guests are going out to dinner, they can reach out to 
Zerling for advice on their menu choices. 

“Our goal is to get guests feeling good,” says 
Corridon. “We create a seamless transition in terms 
of making food options and dietary options available, 
just as if they were back at home.”

The firm has also created hiking clubs and book 
clubs “that foster social wellness and engagement.” 

Stay Fit Housing has found a receptive audience, 
Corridon says. Its services appeal to senior executives, 
millennials, and other health-conscious travelers 
focused on maintaining healthy lifestyles and achieving 
peak performance on the job. “It’s something that really 
resonates with a lot of people,” he says. 

ARPIN GROUP, WEST WARWICK, RHODE ISLAND
Imagine a world where exercise equipment doesn’t 
drain power from the electrical grid but returns 
power based on the user whose feet are running the 
treadmill or turning the pedals.

Such a scenario isn’t imaginary. The concept is 
real, and in September 2014, Arpin Group became 
New England’s first company to open a 100 
percent green gym for employees. Arpin Group 
is a fifth- generation moving services company, 
comprising several subsidiaries, that specializes in 
U.S. domestic and worldwide moving and storage 
services, global information storage management 
services, and environmental stewardship. With its 

green gym, the firm has not only blended together 
two seemingly parallel commitments—to wellness 
and to environmental sustainability—but is also 
sustaining its ability to keep employees motivated 
about fitness.

Arpin Group’s commitment to wellness is long-
standing, and partner Peter Arpin admits that “as 
individuals, we’ve always been kind of health nuts.” 

“We were one of first companies in the United 
States to offer bonuses around smoking cessation,” he 
says. “We’ve always had aggressive health plans that 
have brought in experts to model a healthy lifestyle, 
which certainly saves us money on health care costs. 
We live it ourselves.”

The firm has long offered fitness-facility discounts 
for employees, but the idea for an in-house fitness 
facility gained traction to make fitness “that much 
more convenient” and to dispel the gym-intimidation 
factor. At the same time, Arpin says the enterprise has 
always focused on “the business side of green,” with 
a renewable energy company and the use of solar 
power in its own facilities. “We’ve always articulated 
that sustainability starts from within, but you can’t 
separate it out from global sustainability,” he adds. 

With a mindset that’s both green and wellness- 
oriented, designing a green gym was “an easy way 
to tie it all together,” says Arpin. The gym features 
state-of-the-art SportsArt ECO-POWR Status Series 
elliptical and cycle machines. In use, they generate 
utility-grade electricity that’s returned to the facil-
ity’s power grid. The equipment requires specially 
installed power outlets for returning electricity to the 
grid, but with help from consultants, the investment 
and construction was “not that hard,” says Arpin. He 
believes his firm is demystifying such commitments 
for businesses that shy away in the belief that they’re 
“too costly or not readily available. Ultimately, you’ll 
make better decisions, get a better return, and make 
fantastic investments.” 

Arpin Group employees were clearly “hungry” 
for a free, readily available fitness center, and the 
green aspect amped up their excitement, according to 
Arpin. Even in its early inception, response has been 
positive, and Arpin Group officials plan to track out-
comes. “We’ll see long-term how the health benefits 
are and who sticks with it,” he says. 

The facility has created a new place for informal 
contact among employees. Arpin has seen co-workers 
doing business while they work out, and he has even 
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“had the happy occasion to be in there with our legal 
guy and talk about things.”

“It’s a great way to see people bond together,” 
Arpin says. 

Arpin Group imbues employees in “knowledge of 
our company and the brand and what we stand for” 
through a full range of wellness benefits, profit-  
sharing, and the latitude to do their jobs, and the green 
gym is the latest step in that effort, Arpin believes.

“Employees are a really valuable asset,” he says. 
“Human capital is so key. Clearly, our job is to deliver 
value every day—the best combination of service and 
price. The green gym is an additional investment in 
their ability to do a good job.”

URBANBOUND, CHICAGO 
Technology has blurred the lines between business 
and personal lives. The millennials who came of age 
at the turn of the 21st century and those in their foot-
steps see no reason not to work when they play and 
play when they work.

At Chicago startup UrbanBound, the drive to 
attract top talent includes a commitment to wellness 
in every aspect of the company. Since Jeff Ellman and 
Michael Krasman founded UrbanBound in January 
2011, the number of staffers has doubled year over 
year, and it is expected to reach about 100 through 
2015. UrbanBound sees itself as “experts on mil-
lennials” who are moving through the workforce, 
says Vice President of Marketing Erin Wasson. The 
company builds relocation management software, 
providing technology-based tools that help business 
travelers explore their new cities and organize, man-
age, and budget their relocations. 

At UrbanBound, company wellness starts with a 
strong health benefits package—and then goes well 
beyond it. A flexible work-from-home policy keeps 
the workplace healthier by encouraging sick employ-
ees to stay home. Employees are granted unlimited 
vacation, as long as they accomplish their goals. Not 
only do employees not abuse the system, but some 
have to be prodded to take vacation.

“It’s really clear what success looks like for you 
and your role,” says Wasson. “If they’re hitting their 
goals and being held accountable, if they want to 
take vacation, they take vacation. It’s important that 
people get out of the office and clear their minds.”

Fitness is infused into the company through 
intramural sports leagues. Employees sign up to play 

basketball or beach volleyball. People who work 
together as teams to devise client solutions find them-
selves having fun “coming together as a team for a 
different reason,” says Wasson. 

“We try to find as many fun experiences as we 
can,” says Wasson. “We still do happy hours, but we 
also try and filter that out through just getting out of 
the office and doing healthy activities and healthy 
group things.”

UrbanBound also bought a corporate member-
ship in City Bike, Chicago’s bicycle-sharing service, 
to help employees cover some of the costs of 
getting from Point A to Point B in eco- and fitness- 
friendly fashion. 

Because of its growth, UrbanBound is seeking a 
larger space, and workers made it abundantly clear, 
through a weekly employee survey, that they wanted 
a full-fledged kitchen in their new digs—“someplace 
where people can make home-cooked meals and 
healthy snacks,” says Wasson. Co-founder Krasman 
loves to cook and hopes to plan regular meals for 
employees, Wasson adds. It’s one way to ensure that 
the co-founders’ open-door policy remains intact 
even as the company grows.

“He’s really excited about having this kitchen 
because he wants to share his love of cooking and 
also use it as a time to bond with the people in the 
company he might not get to interact with on a day-
to-day basis,” Wasson says. 

In the end, the focus on happy employees trans-
lates “100 percent” to happy clients, Wasson says. “If 
you aren’t happy with work, then you’re not going to 
put your full heart and soul into it. It affects every-
body. If you’re happy and you’re excited and you 
love coming in to work, that’s certainly going to filter 
down through the clients and all the way down to 
their relocating employees.” M

M. Diane McCormick is a freelance writer in Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania, and a frequent contributor to Mobility.

“We create a seam-

less transition in 

terms of making 

food options and 

dietary options 

available, just as 

if they were back 

at home.” 
— Daniel F. Corridon, Stay Fit Housing
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